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Executive Summary
This report provides the findings from the ASET Exploration and Enhancement Bursary investigating
student experiences of summer internships. The research was carried out at the University of
Sheffield (UoS) which has a student population of 25,664. There are five faculties in the University,
the Faculty of Arts & Humanities, Engineering, Medicine Dentistry and Health, Pure Science, and
Social Science.
The two major types of work experience activities that can be undertaken by University of Sheffield
students are placement years and summer internships. .Placement years are assessed and as such
the University has a framework for capturing certain data such as how many students undertake
placement years, where they go, and what their learning outcomes are. In comparison, students
undertake summer internships outside the academic calendar on their own initiative. As a result the
information on summer internships is limited and subject to anecdotal feedback from students. This
research project aims to increase knowledge of the number of students undertaking summer
internships, and their experiences. This will be used by the University to inform employability
strategy in terms of targeting resources to refine the student experience of summer internships.
The research was carried out by sending two online surveys to current students and graduates from
the last two years (2012 and 2013). Surveys were sent out to current students and recent graduates
in order to identify trends. Qualitative and quantitative data was collected. The qualitative data was
analysed through coding to discover themes. The qualitative data was analysed using IBM Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) to discover frequencies and correlations. A further survey was
sent to employers who advertised summer internships with the Careers Service to discover their
opinions of summer internships, however, the response rate was very low and due to time
constraints the area was not explored further.
The main findings from the analysis include:











The number of students interested in summer internships is increasing.
The main reason why students undertake summer internships is to increase their
employability after graduation, although earning money is becoming increasingly important.
The benefit of completing a summer internship that was identified by the majority of
students was generating contacts with people in industry and clients.
Recent graduates used personal contacts as their main source for summer internships,
whereas current students and those considering a summer internship are relying more on
the services provided by the Careers Service and online sources.
Engineering and Scientific Services are the main industry areas where UoS students
undertake summer internships; most last around 1-2 months, 75% are paid, and 80% of
summer internships are completed in the UK.
Students studying in the Faculty of Engineering were more than twice as likely to have
completed an internship compared to students studying in the Faculty of Arts and
Humanities.
There was no difference in numbers of males and females undertaking summer internships.
Students who perform well academically and are members of university societies are more
likely to undertake a summer internship.
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More students undertake summer internships than placement years. Students who had
completed both said that placement years were more beneficial.
Students who had completed only one type of work experience said they chose to do a
summer internship because they did not want to wait an extra year to graduate and join the
job market. Students who completed a placement year rather than a summer internship said
it was because they wanted to spend their summer doing other things such as travel and
study.

Introduction
Research Aims
The purpose of the study was to investigate student experiences of summer internships. The
research aims proposed by the Careers Service were expanded to include the following:
1. To what extent do students at the university undertake summer internships and year
placements?
2. How are summer internships sourced?
3. What benefits do students perceive they will get from undertaking summer internships, were
there any unexpected benefits?
4. What kind of summer internships do students undertake?
5. Are there any patterns regarding what type of students undertake summer internships?
6. Are there any differences between summer internship and work placement experiences?

Definition
For the purposes of this report the term ‘summer internship’ can be defined as:





Work experience undertaken during the summer vacation period.
Can be taken at any level by undergraduate or postgraduate students.
Can be paid or unpaid
Cannot be for academic credit or a course requirement.

Literature Review
The purpose of the literature search was to discover how much published research has been done
investigating student experiences of summer internships. It was also used to gain an overview of the
reported benefits of summer internships.


Weible, R. (2009). Are Universities Reaping the Available Benefits Internship Programs
Offer?. Journal Of Education For Business,85(2), 59-63.

This research looks at the benefits of internships for educational institutions. A survey was used to
collect data. Reported benefits include increased student enterprise, community connections and
increased reputation. However, this


Beckett, H. H. (2006). All good practice. People Management, 12(5), 38-40.
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This is an online article that discusses issues including unpaid internships, using internships to find
students suitable to fill graduate roles, and training. However, this is an online article that relies on
secondary data and quotations.


Knouse, S. B., & Fontenot, G. (2008). benefits of the business college internship: a research
review. Journal Of Employment Counseling, 45(2), 61-66.

This offers a review of the literature in areas such as employability, satisfaction, success factors and
mentoring. The article then uses the review to make recommendations to make internships more
effective. However, this includes mainly US based research from the 1990’s and early 2000’s so it
might not apply to UK university students.


Coco, M. (2000). Internships: A try before you buy arrangement. SAM Advanced
Management Journal, 65(2), 41-47.

This article is a good overview of the benefits of internships for students, employers and educational
institutions. However, this is once again US based and was written 14 years ago so it might not be
directly relatable to the current UK student experience. Furthermore, the study relies on little
demonstrable research, and some secondary data.


Maynard, M.L. (1997). Opportunity in paid vs. Unpaid public relations internships: A
semantic network analysis. Public Relations Review, 377-390.

This piece of original research uses semantic network analysis to compare differences in benefit and
appeal in two sets of letters written by the business community to the internship director for paid
and unpaid internships. However, like most of the research found this piece is from the US and was
written in the late 1990’s. Furthermore the focus of the research is limited to a comparison on paid
and unpaid internships.


Markey, Bernadine T.; Wolfe, Mary Louise; Miller, Lucille (1990), Perioperative Internship
for College Credit, AORN Journal vol. 51 (6) p. 1575-1579

This article looks at a project for nursing students to undertake internships, and includes a section on
the student experience. However, the article is focussed around nursing students and the definition
of internship is different from the one used in this project.
This literature review shows that although there is research on various areas of internship most are
at least five years old, from US research, and quite a few were focussed on a specific subject area.
Therefore, it is debatable whether the results can be applied to cross-faculty UK students.

Methodology
Populations
The study explored the experiences of current University of Sheffield students, recent University of
Sheffield graduates (2012/13), and organisations offering summer internships. The focus was on
current undergraduate (UG) students because this population is more likely to undertake summer
internships. Most postgraduate taught (PGT) students study at the University of Sheffield study full-
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time for one year1. They complete their dissertation during the summer months and so do not have
time to complete a summer internship. Postgraduate researchers (PGR) do not have summer
vacations like UG and PGT students and so are not likely to undertake a summer internship.

Research Method
The study used an inductive approach to the research questions. That is, there was a list of questions
the research aims to explore and answer, rather than developing an initial hypothesis to be tested.
This approach was chosen as the literature review above shows there is little academic research into
student experiences of summer internships, especially non-medical internships and cross-faculty
investigations. Therefore, it would have been difficult to establish a strong hypothesis to test
deductively (Walliman, 2006).
Data was collected in both qualitative and quantitative forms. Qualitative data was used to gain a
better understanding of the opinions and experiences of members of the specific populations
(Corbetta, 2003). Quantitative data was used to gather statistics about the population groups, and
about the type of summer internships students undertake.

Data Collection Method
Three online surveys were created to explore opinions on summer internships from recent
graduates who graduated in 2012 and 2013, current students of all levels, including UK and
international students, and employers who have advertised summer internship vacancies with the
UoS Careers Service. The surveys to current students and recent graduates asked about student
experiences of summer internships whilst they were studying at the University of Sheffield.
Online surveys were identified as a good way to collect data for this study for the following reasons.
Firstly, online surveys can be used to collect both qualitative and quantitative data (Punch, 2005).
Although it can be argued that interviews and focus groups are the best way to obtain qualitative
data on topics with little research (Silverman, 2013) (Payne & Payne, 2004), given the amount of
time it takes to carry out and transcribe data using these techniques they were not chosen for this
study.
Secondly, surveys were chosen because all participants answer the same question. Unlike semistructured interviews and focus groups, surveys provide answers to the same question from all
participants. This means that data will be more valid for comparison (Check & Schutt, 2011), as a
higher percentage of the population will have answered a specific question. Furthermore, by having
all participants answering the same questions, analysing the results using software such as IBM SPSS
(Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) will be quicker and easier. This makes the results more
accurate.
Thirdly, collecting survey responses online is more subjective than face-to-face data collection
(Punch, 2005). Because the researcher has no direct contact with participants, they cannot influence
participants’ thought processes, or make participants feel they need to tailor their responses to
impress/engage with the researcher. This makes the results more reliable (Check & Schutt, 2011).

1

http://www.shef.ac.uk/about/facts/facprofiles
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Finally, surveys are easy to conduct and easy for participants to fill in. Given the time limit of the
study, a data collection method was needed that secured the most responses in the shortest amount
of time. As online surveys are easily distributed to thousands of people (Walliman, 2006) they were
chosen. Furthermore, online surveys are easy for participants to fill in. Therefore, a higher
proportion of the specified population groups will complete them (Walliman, 2006), meaning
attributing findings to the entire population will be more valid.
To incentivise students to participate in the online survey it was decided that participants would be
offered the chance to win a tablet computer by completing the survey. Offering students the chance
to win a prize has hopefully increased the number of participants.

Data Analysis
IBM SPSS was used to analyse both the quantitative and qualitative data. The qualitative data was
analysed thematically. Coding was used as it ‘organises and conceptualises the detailed components
of data into patterns’ (Punch, 2005, p.36) in order to discover, identify and interpret the collected
data. These codes and themes were used to analyse the research questions, and to triangulate
differences and similarities in responses from the different population groups.
The quantitative data collected was nominal and ordinal so was analysed using a variety of
techniques (Walliman, 2006). The data is presented graphically to show at a glance how the research
questions have been answered and explored. Comparisons between different population groups,
and within the student population, have been made.

Project timelines
The timeline below shows how the different areas were completed throughout the project.
Appendix 1 shows a Gantt chart documenting the project plan, and Appendix 2 shows the project log
of individual tasks completed each day.
22 Jun
06 Jul
20 Jul
'14
Start '14
Research'14
Design
Mon 16/06
Mon 16/06/14 - Wed 23/07/14

03 Aug
'14

17 Aug
'14

31 Aug
'14

7 Sep
Finish
Fri 13/09

Collecting
Data
Fri

Analysing Data
Mon 14/07/14 - Fri 22/08/14
Writing Up Report and Presentation
Mon 25/08/14 - Wed 03/09/14

Limitations of the study
The questionnaire method of data collection has some limitations as outlined by Kumar (2011).
There are four main limitations that may have affected this research. Firstly, the completion of
surveys depends on whether the recipients of the survey invitation email have access to their email
accounts or access to a computer throughout the summer vacation period; only students and
graduates who regularly have access to a computer will have received the email invitation to take
part.
Secondly, at the University of Sheffield students have the option to be removed from the student
volunteers email list which may greatly reduce the potential reach of the email invitation.
Furthermore, not all recent graduates leave the university an email address.
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Thirdly, low response rate is also another factor, and is a common limitation of the questionnaire
method. However, when working out the margin of error (𝐸) for the student survey 𝐸= 4.67% where
the confidence level is 99% and standard deviation is assumed at 0.5. That means that 99% of the
population as a whole would answer as the sample population have reported ∓4.67% (see Appendix
4 for calculation).
Finally, the ‘self-selecting bias’ is a limitation as the responses that are received may not be
representative of the University population (Kumar, 2011). That is the fact that the sample was
chosen by those who answered the survey, rather than choosing a representative sample may mean
that the results are skewed to the ‘self-selected’ population. However, the sample was fairly
representative of the University population (see Appendix 3)

Results and Analysis
1. To what extent do students at the university undertake summer internships?
The following analysis explores the extent to which students at the University of Sheffield undertake
summer internships. The analysis is split into results from current students and recent graduates.

1.1. Current students
A survey was sent out to students at all study levels (undergraduate and postgraduate). Participants
were asked a multiple choice question with three options ‘I have completed a summer internship’, ‘I
am thinking of completing a summer internship’, ‘I haven't completed a summer internship and I
don't intend to’. Table 1 below details the results.
All students

Frequency Percent

I have completed a Summer Internship.

200

26.3

I am thinking of completing a Summer Internship.

268

35.2

I haven't completed a Summer Internship and I don't
intend to.

293

38.5

Total

761

100.0

Table 1. The number of students undertaking internships (students at all levels).

These results show that the majority of students have completed an internship or are considering
undertaking one. However this research is focused on UG as mentioned above. Figure 1 shows how
Table 1 can be broken down by level of study.
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Figure 1. The number of students undertaking internships with study level breakdown.

Figure 1 shows that the breakdown of UG and PG students is not equal for each x-axis category.
Since the research is focused on UG student experiences the responses from PG students was
eliminated and the new values are displayed in Table 2 below.

UG students only.

Frequency Percent

I have completed a Summer Internship.

105

25.5

I am thinking of completing a Summer Internship.

175

42.5

I haven't completed a Summer Internship and I don't
intend to.

132

32.0

Total

412

100.0

Table 2. The number of students undertaking internships (UG students only)

Table 2 shows that compared to the entire student population there is a similar percentage of
students who have completed a summer internship, and a larger percentage of students who intend
to undertake a summer internship. This may be because most postgraduate taught students
complete their course in one year so don’t have a summer vacation to undertake an internship and
so wouldn’t reply ‘I am thinking of undertaking a summer internship’. Furthermore postgraduate
research students don’t have the same summer vacation as undergraduate students, and may be
working towards a career in academia where work experience from summer internships is less of an
advantage.
9

The percentage of students who have completed a summer internship is 26%. However, only
students in level 2 and 3 have had a summer vacation to undertake an internship. Level 1 students
could answer ‘I am considering a summer internship’, or ‘I do not intend to undertake a summer
internship’. If level 1 students are eliminated from the total then the number of students who have
had a summer vacation and chose to undertake a summer internship it is ~39% (see Appendix 5 for
calculation). Furthermore, the percentage will increase depending on how many level 2 students
who are considering undertaking an internship actually go on to do so.

1.2. Recent graduates
A survey was sent out to recent graduates from 2012 and 2013. Participants were asked a multiple
choice question with two options I have completed a summer internship, or I haven't completed a
summer internship. Table 3 below details the results.

Recent graduates

Frequency Percent

I completed a Summer internship.

53

17.5

I didn't complete a Summer internship.

250

82.5

Total

303

100

Table 3.The number of recent graduates undertaking internships (students at all levels)

As with the student results the graduate results were broken down to show the proportion of
respondents who studied at each level in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2. The number of recent graduates who completed a summer internship whilst at University with level breakdown.
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Figure 2 shows that the majority of respondents were postgraduate students. In order to compare
recent graduate and current student results to discover trends, the results from recent UG graduates
were isolated. Table 4 below shows the UG results.

Recent UG graduates

Frequency Percent

I have completed a Summer Internship.

27

28.1

I haven't completed a Summer Internship and I don't
intend to.

69

71.9

Total

96

100.0

Table 4. The number of recent graduates undertaking internships (UG students)

This shows that 28 % of recent UG graduates did undertake a summer internship. Comparing these
results to the results from current students shows that the interest in summer internships is
increasing. One explanation for this increase in interest may be that students have become more
aware of the need to increase their employability. More students feel gaining work experience
whilst studying is essential (whether this is due to the higher tuition fees is explored in section 5.6).

2. How are summer internships sourced?
Data was collected to answer this question from three groups, current students who have
completed a summer internship, current students who are planning on undertaking a summer
internship, and recent graduates who completed a summer internship whilst at the UoS. This was so
trends over time can be identified. For the first question participants were given a list of possible
sources of internship and asked to tick all they had used. The second question in this section was an
open text box where students could list any other sources they used.
Figure 3 below shows the percent of respondents who ticked each box. The results from all of the
three groups are shown so they can be compared.
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Figure 3. How students source summer internships.

Figure 3 shows that current students considering a summer internship plan to use a wider range of
sources compared to recent graduates and current students who have already completed a summer
internship. Current students considering a summer internship are also much more likely to use
online services (MyVacancies (UoS vacancy website) and placement recruitment websites) than
recent graduates. Furthermore, current students considering an internship are more likely use
services provided by the University’s Careers Service (MyVacancies, Student Jobshop Careers Fairs
and Careers Advisors). The use of personal contacts to source summer internships appears to be
decreasing as the percentage of students reporting to use personal contacts has fallen between
current students who have completed an internship, and current students considering a summer
internship.
The answers to the open text box were then analysed by theme. Figures 4, 5 and 6 below shows the
number of times a specific theme was mentioned by respondents for recent graduates, current
students who have completed a summer internship, and current students considering a summer
internship, respectively.
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Figure 4. . Other sources used to find a summer internship by recent graduates who completed a summer internship whilst as a student

Figure 4 shows the other sources used by recent graduates who completed a summer internship as a
student. The main way recent graduates sourced summer internships was through directly
contacting the employer.

Figure 5. Sources of internships for students who have completed an internship

Figure 5 shows that the main ‘other’ source of summer internship mentioned by current students
who have completed a summer internship was employer websites and directly contacting
employers. This concurs with the findings from Figure 3 which shows an increase in students using
online methods to source summer internships.

Figure 6. Other sources current students considering an internship will use to find a summer internship.
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Figure 6 shows the main ‘other’ source of summer internships mentioned by current students
considering a summer internship was directly contacting employers. There were less other sources
mentioned by students considering an internship, compared to recent graduates who had
completed an internship as a student, and current students who have completed a summer
internship. This may be because students considering a summer internship haven’t researched all
the different ways they can be sourced yet. Furthermore, all sources are online which agrees with
the idea that students are increasingly using online sources to source summer internships.

2.1. How many internships did students apply for?
Students and recent graduates who had completed a summer internship were then asked how many
they had applied for. The results are shown below in Figure 7.

Figure 7. The number of summer internships applied for by current students and recent graduates who have completed a summer internship.

Figure 7 shows that most respondents applied for only one summer internship. Some recent
graduates even reported that they hadn’t applied for any, but were approached by the employer
(this was usually the case where summer internships were within academic departments or with
members of University staff). The number of students and recent graduates who applied for more
than one summer internship gradually decreases with a peak at ‘over 5’. This was because quite a
few respondents reported applying for over ten and even over 20 internships. This could be because
some students find the application process is easy, whereas other students do not perform as well.
The graph shows that there aren’t any large differences between how many summer internships
current students and recent graduates completed before they were successful.
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2.2. What recruitment processes did students have to fulfil to gain the internship?
To find out more about the recruitment process current students who had completed a summer
internship were given a list of possible recruitment processes they had to go through in order to gain
their summer internship. They were asked to tick all the processes they had gone through. Figure 8
below shows the number of ticks each process got.

Figure 8. Recruitment process completed by current students who have completed a summer internship.

Figure 8 shows that most students had to complete a CV and/or covering letter to apply for a
summer internship. However, some students had to complete many more processes including
interviews, online assessments and attending assessment centres. The other processes reported by
respondents are shown below in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Other recruitment processes reported by current students who have completed a summer internship.
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Figure 9 shows that the main other recruitment process respondents completed was a short meeting
in place of a formal interview.

2.3. Recruitment processes completed depending on industry sector
As the type of recruitment processes that current students completed in order to gain a summer
internship varied, they were broken down by industry sector to see if there are any patterns. This is
shown in Figure 10 below.
Figure 10 shows that the type of recruitment process required to gain a summer internship varies
drastically between industry sectors. However, some areas such as performing arts and publishing
only had one respondent so these may not be representative of the industry sector as a whole. The
areas that rely less on traditional CVs and/or covering letters are financial management and
environment. This could possibly be because these areas are more competitive so employers need a
tangible system to narrow down applications.

16
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Figure 10. Type of recruitment process completed to gain a summer internship in different industry sectors.

3. What is the motivation behind students undertaking summer internships?
3.1. What motivated students to undertake summer internships?
To discover why students decided to undertake internships, participants were asked to rate the
factors shown in Table 5 on a scale of 1-4, 4 being the most important . The factors were informed
by the Careers Service Pre-Placement Guide, and from discussions with members of the Careers
Service staff.
Table 5 below shows the mean score for each factor from current students who have completed a summer
internship.
Mean

Std. Deviation

Employability after graduation

3.6250

.79107

Earning money

2.5750

1.11338

Developing skills that will be useful in your future career

3.4875

.89715

Testing out a job role/sector to decide whether it would be something you would like to do in

3.2875

.99929

Gaining experience writing applications and attending interviews

2.6438

1.07777

Applying academic theory in practice

2.8688

1.07060

The chance of being offered another job with the employer in future

3.0938

1.01434

future

Table 5. Motivating factors for students who have completed a summer internship.

Table 6 below shows the mean score for each factor from current students who are considering
undertaking a summer internship.

Mean

Std. Deviation

Employability after graduation

3.5595

.92638

Earning money

2.9087

.91823

3.4513

.92847

3.3522

.87287

3.0796

.96739

3.0132

.92879

3.2478

.99972

Developing skills that will be useful in your future career
Testing out a job role/sector to decide whether it would be something you would
like to do in future
Gaining experience writing applications and attending interviews
Applying academic theory in practice
The chance of being offered another job with the employer in future
Table 6. Motivating factors for current students considering a summer internship.

Table 7 below shows the mean score for each factor from recent graduates who completed a
summer internship as a student.
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Mean

Std. Deviation

Employability after graduation

4.63

.852

Earning money

2.73

1.407

4.58

.722

4.21

.991

3.50

1.289

3.53

1.484

3.89

1.391

Developing skills that will be useful in your future career
Testing out a job role/sector to decide whether it would be something you would like
to do in future
Gaining experience writing applications and attending interviews
Applying academic theory in practice
The chance of being offered another job with the employer in future
Table 7. Motivating factors for recent graduates who had completed a summer internship as a student.

The results were then combined to see if there are any trends for why students choose to undertake
summer internships in Figure11 below.

Figure 11. Mean score given to factors motivating students to undertake an internship.

Figure 11 shows that employability is the main motivating factor for all respondents to do a summer
internship. Earning money has increased in importance from recent graduates to current students
considering a summer internship. This may be because the introduction of higher tuition fees in
2012 means there is more financial pressure on students. Another explanation may be that current
students do not realise what the benefits of undertaking a summer internship will be after
graduation. They are more concerned with the short-term benefits (earning money and applying
academic theory are both highest for current student considering a summer internship), compared
to the long-term benefits (employability and developing skills to use in a future are both lowest for
current students considering a summer internship).
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3.2. Were these motivating factors realised?
This section looks at whether the motivating factors of getting a future job offer with the summer
internship employer, and employability were realised.
To determine whether the chance of being offered a job in future was achieved, recent graduates
and current students who have completed a summer internship were asked whether they were
offered further job opportunities with the organisation where they undertook their internship
(Figure 12) and what these were (Figure 13).

Figure 12. Percentage of students who were offered further work after their summer internship.

Figure 12 shows that although the number of current students being offered further work is less
than recent graduates, there is still a large proportion of students who are offered further work.
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Figure 13. The type of further work was offered to recent graduates and current students who completed a summer
internship.

Figure 13 shows that the type of work offered to recent graduates who completed a summer
internship as a student was mainly graduate training schemes or a full/permanent role. This differs
for current students who have completed a summer internship as they were more likely to be
offered further internship opportunities.
The main motivating factor was employability so recent graduates who completed a summer
internship as a student were asked whether they thought their summer internship helped them gain
a job after graduation.
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Figure 14. Percentage of recent graduates who completed a summer internship as a student and thought it helped them
find a job?

Figure 14 shows that almost 90% said they thought their summer internship had helped them find a
job.

3.3. What are the benefits of internships?
After determining what benefits motivated students to apply for an internship, they were then asked
if there were any other benefits they got from undertaking an internship. This was an open question
which was analysed by determining the main themes. The number of respondents mentioning the
themes of current students and recent graduates are shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16 respectively.

Figure 15. Number of times different benefits were mentioned by current student who have completed
an internship

Figure 16. Number of times different benefits were mentioned by current student who have completed
an internship.
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Figure 15 and Figure 16 show that the main benefit reported by participants was making industry
and client contacts for both recent graduates and current students. Increased knowledge and
interest in the industry sector was also mentioned by a high proportion of participants from both
groups.

4. What kind of summer internships do students undertake?
To investigate student experiences of summer internships participants were asked about what kind
of internship they completed.

4.1. Industry sector
Current students and recent graduates who completed a summer internship as a student were asked
what industry sector their internship was in, and current students considering a summer internship
were asked what sector they would like to complete it in. To see if there are any trends the results
from the three groups were plotted alongside each other in Figure 17 below.

Figure 17. Percentage of students completing summer internships in different industry sectors.

Figure 17 shows that the main sector for summer internships for all groups, are engineering and
scientific services. Current students are interested in a wider range of industries compared to recent
graduates. Interest in IT and the legal profession are increasing, whereas interest in education,
charity, and construction appears to be decreasing.
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4.2. Length of internship
Current students and recent graduates who completed a summer internship were asked how long
their internship was. The results are shown below in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Length of summer internships.

Figure 18 shows that most respondents reported their summer internship lasted between one to
two months. Whereas most internships for current students fell within this range, for recent
graduates who completed a summer internship the length of summer internship was much wider
spread.

4.3. Was the internship paid?
Participants who had completed a summer internship were the asked whether their summer
internship was paid. The results are shown in Figure 19 below.
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Figure 19. Percentage of students undertaking paid and unpaid summer internships.

Figure 19 shows that most summer internships were paid, however approximately 25% of summer
internships are still unpaid. Comparing current students to recent graduates shows a small decrease
in the number of summer internship that were unpaid. This is a problem because students are not
being paid for their work. Furthermore, it means that only students who have financial support are
able to do unpaid internships, and those with family unable to support them miss out on
opportunities. This means that sectors where unpaid internships often occur are not representative
of the population.

4.4. Where was the internship?
Participants who had completed a summer internship were asked whether it was undertaken within
the UK or overseas. The results are shown below in Figure 20.

Figure 20. Percentage of students completing their summer internship in the UK and overseas.
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Figure 20 shows that most students complete their summer internship in the UK. Comparing current
students with recent graduates shows an apparent increase in students undertaking their internship
in the UK.

4.5. Was the internship related to the student’s degree?
Some students complete summer internships to get experience in an industry related to their
degree, whereas some students use summer internships to try out new industries not related to
their degree. To explore this, participants were asked whether their summer internship was related
to their degree. The results are shown in Figure 21 below.

Figure 21. Percentage of student’s completing summer internship in areas related to their degree.

Figure 21 shows that most participants completed a summer internship in an area related to their
degree. Comparing results from recent graduates who completed a summer internship as a student,
with current students considering a summer internship, shows that internships in areas related to a
degree course are increasing. If participants undertake summer internships in areas where they
would like to work after graduation, then one explanation for this may be because of the rise in
tuition fees. The rise means students see University as a stepping stone to a better job, and are
increasingly doing degree courses that are related to their future career.
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5. Is there any pattern to what kind of students undertake summer internships?
After answering questions about their summer internship experience, students were then asked
about themselves. Answering these questions was optional as some participants might not want to
fill in personal details. To investigate what kind of student undertakes summer internships these
details were broken down by whether students had completed a summer internship, were
considering a summer internship, or had not completed a summer internship and did not intend to.
Because this involves comparing data, only UG student responses (411 in total) were used to
represent the population of the University who are most likely to do a summer internship. Because
recent graduates were only asked whether they had completed or not completed a summer
internship those results were not included.

5.1. By Faculty

Figure 22. Current UG student views on summer internships by faculties.

Figure 22 shows what percentage of each faculty has completed a summer internship, are
considering a summer internship, or don’t intend to do one. Figure 22 shows that almost 40% of Arts
& Humanities students don’t intend to do a summer internship (point A), compared to less than 20%
of Engineering students (point B). This may be because Arts and Humanities courses are less
vocational than Engineering courses. Furthermore, Arts & Humanities students find graduate work in
a wide variety of industry sectors compared to Engineering students; therefore it is harder to target
Arts & Humanities students with summer internships.
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The faculty with the lowest number of students completing a summer internship was Medicine,
Dentistry and Health (MDH). This is because the majority of MDH courses do not follow the same
academic calendar as the other faculties, and they do not get a long summer vacation. Furthermore,
the majority of MDH students spend over 50% of their course within a placement environment to
achieve professional registration. 10 represents those who did not state their faculty.

5.2. By gained/expected grade

Figure 23. Current UG student views on summer internships by expected grade.

Figure 23 shows what percentage of students expecting different grades have completed a summer
internship, are considering a summer internship, or don’t intend to do one. For students expecting a
1st the percentage of those who have completed a summer internship is higher than those who
don’t intend to complete one (compare points A and B). For students expecting a 2:2 the percentage
is higher for those not intending to do a summer internship than those who have completed a
summer internship (compare points C and D). This shows that students who gain a 1st are more
likely to complete a summer internship than students expecting a 2:1 or a 2:2. The results from
students expecting a 3rd are anomalous as they do not follow the pattern. This is because there
were only two students expecting a third and so the sample size was not large enough to represent
the population.
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5.3. Member of University Society

Figure 24. Current UG student views on summer internships by whether they are a member of a University society

Figure 24 shows what percentage of students who have completed a summer internship, are
considering a summer internship, or don’t intend to do one, are members of a University society.
Almost 30% of students who are members of a society have completed a summer internship (point
A) compared to less than 20% of those who aren’t members of a society (point B). This shows there
may be some correlation between students who complete extra-curricular activities and those who
do summer internships.
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5.4. Gender – Current students only

Figure 25. Current UG student views on summer internships by gender

Figure 25 shows what percentage of male and female students have completed a summer
internship, are considering a summer internship, or don’t intend to do one. The percentage of males
who have completed a summer internship is just over 25% (point A), whereas the percentage of
female students who have completed a summer internship is slightly higher at around 28% (point B).
This shows that the percentage of females doing summer internships is slightly higher than males.
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5.5. Home/international Students – Recent Graduates Only
The survey to current students did not include a question on whether respondents were UK or
international students. Therefore responses from recent graduates were used to see if there is any
correlation between student status and completing a summer internship. As with the current
student results, only UG recent graduate responses were used.

Figure 26. Recent UG graduate views on summer internships by student status

Figure 26 shows what percentage of UK, EU and international students completed a summer
internship. The percentage of recent graduates who completed a summer internship was higher for
EU and international students compared to UK students.
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5.6. Tuition fee amounts
To explore whether the recent rise in tuition fee has had an effect on whether students
undertake/plan to undertake an internship the results from the level 3 and 4 students (who paid
~£3465) were compared to the results from the level 1 and 2 students (who pay £9000).

Figure 27. Current UG student views on summer internships by tuition fee amount.

Figure 27 shows what percentage of students paying different tuition fees have completed a
summer internship, are considering a summer internship, or don’t intend to do one. Comparing
points A and B shows that a smaller percentage of students paying £9000 tuition fees have
completed a summer internship. However, students who pay the lower tuition fee are in levels 3 and
4, and will therefore have had more time to complete a summer internship.
Comparing points C and D shows that there is a higher percentage of students paying the lower
tuition fees that don’t intend to undertake a summer internship. This may be because level 3 and 4
students have less time less at University to complete a summer internship. It may also be because
students paying £9000 tuition fees are more concerned with employability after graduation and so
are more likely to want to undertake a summer internship.
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6. Summer internships vs. placement years.
6.1. Numbers
All the results below contain data from students of all levels. However, as placements are only
available to students on undergraduate degrees the results were filtered to include undergraduate
students and recent graduates only.

Year in Industry

Degree with

Didn't complete a placement

Employment Experience

year

Total

Current students
Count
Percentage

62

62

485

10%

10%

80%

7

18

238

3%

7%

90%

609

Recent graduates
Count
Percentage

263

Table 8. Number and percent of current students and recent graduates who have completed a placement year

Table 8 shows that the most current students and recent graduates didn’t complete a placement
year, however the percentage of current students completing a placement year is double that of
recent graduates (20% and 10% respectively). This shows there is also an increased interest in
placement years. If this data is compared to the number of students completing a summer
internship in Tables 1-4 then it shows that placement years are not as popular as summer
internships.

6.2. Why did students choose summer internships over placement?
To discover why students chose summer internships over placement years, current students and
recent graduates who had completed a summer internship were given an open text box to describe
why they chose the summer internship. The results were analysed by theme. Figure 28 shows the
results. Responses from students on MDH courses were not included as many complete work
experience as part of their course.
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Figure 28. Reasons why students chose summer internships over placement years.

Figure 28 shows that the most commonly mentioned reason that students chose to do a summer
internship over a placement year was because they didn’t want to add an extra year onto their
degree. A large number of respondents also mentioned that they were wary of applying for a
placement year because they would be committing to a full years work experience, rather than a
short taster.

6.3. Why did students choose placement years over summer internships?
To discover why students chose placement years over summer internships, current students and
recent graduates who had completed a placement year were given an open text box to describe why
they chose it over a summer internship. The results were analysed by theme. Figure 28 shows the
results. Responses from students on MDH courses were not included as many complete work
experience as part of their course.
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Figure 29. Reasons why students chose placement years over summer internships.

Figure 29 shows that the most commonly mentioned reason that students chose to do a placement
year over a summer internship was because they wanted to spend their summer vacation doing
other things like travel and study. A large number of respondents also mentioned that they wanted a
longer work experience, as they feel summer internships aren’t long enough to gain knowledge of
the industry and organisation as well as they could on a placement year.

6.4. If students completed both what were the differences?
To discover if students experience placement years and summer internships in different ways
students who had done both were asked about their experiences. 29 students and recent graduates
had completed both.
The first question participants were asked was if there were any differences why between why
students chose to do a summer internship and placement year. The answers were analysed by
theme, Figure 30 below shows the number of times each theme was mentioned by respondents.
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Figure 30. Different reasons why students chose summer internships and placement years

Figure 30 shows that the most respondents answered that their placement year and summer
internship were in different industry sectors.
Participants were then asked whether they thought they gained different advantages from summer
internship and placement years. The answers were analysed by theme, Figure 31 below shows the
number of times each theme was mentioned by respondents.
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Figure 31. Different benefits gained from summer internships and placement years.

Figure 31 shows that the majority of respondents didn’t think there was any difference in the
benefits gained from summer internships and placement years. Those who did report a difference
said that they learnt more skills from their placement year, and they got to see how the organisation
worked on a larger scale than they did on their summer internship.
Participants were then asked whether they felt summer internships or placement years required a
higher skill level. The answers were analysed by theme, Figure 32 below shows the number of times
each theme was mentioned by respondents.
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Figure 32. Different skill levels required for summer internships and placement years.

Figure 32 shows that the majority of respondents reported that placement years required a higher
skill level. However a large proportion reported that they did not think placement years and summer
internships required different skill levels. A small number hadn’t completed their placement year yet
so couldn’t report the differences. Only a very small number reported that summer internships
required more skill.
Finally students were asked which they found the most beneficial. Participants were given a multiple
choice question with three answers, summer internship more beneficial, placement year more
beneficial, and they were both equally beneficial. The results are shown in Figure 33 below.
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Figure 33. Comparison between summer internships and placement years to determine which was most beneficial.

Figure 33 shows that a large number of respondents reported that their placement year was more
beneficial.

Conclusions
In this section a list of conclusions from each of the research aim will be made.
1. To what extent do students at the university undertake summer internships and year
placements?
Currently 68% of UG students have completed a summer internship or are considering doing so. This
is an increase from only 28% of recent graduates who completed a summer internship whilst at
University.
2. How are summer internships sourced?
Recent graduates and current students who have already completed a summer internship relied on
personal contacts to source summer internships. However, current students considering a summer
internship reported that they would use more sources, including services provided by the Careers
Service, especially the Student Jobshop and MyVacancies. The use of external placement websites,
directly contacting the employer and social media were also high, showing an increasing use in
students using online sources to find a summer internship.
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Most students and recent graduates who had completed a summer internship applied for only one,
however a number of students reported applying for over 5.
The main form of recruitment students had to complete to gain their internship was a CV and/or
covering letter, or an application form. Some summer internships required students to complete
online assessments or attend assessment centres. Respondents of the survey reported the widest
variety of recruitment process for summer internships in engineering, management and
accountancy. The fewest recruitment processes were reported for summer internships in
advertising, where only CV and/or covering letter, and formal interviews were reported.
3. What benefits do students perceive they will get from undertaking summer internships, were
there any unexpected benefits?
The main motivation for students to undertake a summer internship was employability after
graduation. This was the most important factor for recent graduates who had completed a summer
internship as a student, current students who had completed a summer internship, and current
students considering a summer internship. Developing skills for use in future careers was also very
important. Earning money was the least important motivating factor; however its importance had
increased from recent graduates to current students considering a summer internship.
To see whether students who completed a summer internship are more employable, recent
graduates who completed a summer internship as a student were asked whether they thought it had
helped them succeeded in finding a job after graduation; 90% of recent graduates reported that it
had.
The benefits of summer internships varied for each group, current students who had completed a
summer internship and recent graduates who had completed a summer internship as a student.
However, the main theme that emerged from both was that summer internships are a good method
of making contacts and networking with people in the industry sector and clients.
4. What kind of summer internships do students undertake?
The main industry sector that recent graduates and current students who have completed a summer
internship reported working in was engineering. This was also the main area where students
considering a summer internship wanted to work. The other main areas were scientific services and
HR, advertising and education.
The most common length for a summer internship was 1-2 months. The number of unpaid
internships showed a small decrease, although round 25% of summer internships are still unpaid.
Most summer internships are completed in the UK, with a decreasing number of students going
overseas.
5. Are there any patterns regarding what type of students undertake summer internships?
A faculty with the highest percentage of students completing a summer internship was Engineering.
Excluding MDH, the faculty with the lowest percentage of students completing a summer internship
was Arts & Humanities.
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To determine whether academic performance and participation in extra-curricular activities had any
effect on the percentage of student completing summer internships the results were crosstabulated. There appeared to be a small correlation.
Students who achieved higher grades, were more likely to have completed a summer internship.
Looking at gender and student status revealed that females and overseas students were slightly
more likely to complete a summer internship. This may be because these groups felt they needed an
extra advantage in the graduate job market.
Students paying higher tuition fees were less likely to say they are not considering a summer
internship.
Are there any differences between summer internship and work placement experiences?
20% of current students and 10% of recent graduates reported completing a placement year.
Therefore, students are more likely to have completed a summer internship.
The main reason why students choose placement years over summer internships is because they
want to spend their summer doing other things like travel and study. Students who did a summer
internship chose it over a placement year because they didn’t want to add an extra year onto their
course. Students who did both said they chose to do so because they could gain experience in more
than one sector.
Students reported that placement years required a higher skill level, but were more beneficial.

Problems Encountered




Initially data was to be collected through focus groups and online surveys. Focus groups
were chosen as there is not much research in the area and focus groups can give researchers
a good overall understanding of a concept (Payne & Payne, 2004). This is because they allow
people with different views of a concept to discuss the concept freely. However, due to time
constraints it was decided that focus groups would not be suitable for this project; there was
not enough time in the 40 day schedule to plan, carry out, transcribe and analyse focus
group data, along with the surveys. Furthermore, the project was carried out during the
summer vacation period when many students leave Sheffield.
In order to carry out focus groups an estimated ten days would be needed in addition to the
original 40 days. This would allow time to plan and carry out the focus groups, transcribe the
recordings, and then analyse the information using qualitative analysis software such as
NVivo.
The graduate survey was sent out before the student survey. After initial analysis of the
results it was clear that participants’ answers to open-ended questions were inconsistent.
Some participants wrote single word answers, some participants didn’t appear to
understand the question, and some replies were incoherent. Therefore, it was decided to
adapt the student survey to include more questions collecting quantitative data over
qualitative data. On reflection the recent graduate survey would have included more
quantitative questions, such as multiple choice, ranking and tick box questions, and more
thoroughly explained open text questions.
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A survey was sent to employers to discover their views on summer internships. However,
the response rate was very low so the responses were not analysed.

Further research


Recent graduates could be asked whether they are in a graduate level job to discover
whether respondents who completed a summer internship were more likely to be
employed, or whether the summer internship generated graduate employment for them
within the same organisation.
 Current students could be asked whether they are home/EU or international students to see
if this is a factor in internship uptake, and where they complete the summer internship.
 The number of students who are considering a summer internship and then go on to do so
could be investigated.
 The survey could be resent to see whether the trends identified in this project carry on.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 – Gantt chart of project plan
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Appendix 2 – Project Log
Date
Mon 16/6

Wed 18/6

Fri 20/6

Mon 23/6 –
Fri 27/6
Mon 30/6

Wed 2/7

Fri 4/7

Mon 7/7 - Fri
11/7
Mon 14/7

Wed 16/7

Fri 18/7

Tasks Completed
 Initial meeting to determine project scope with Helen Thorpe, Student Placement
Coordinator and line manager. Objectives and stages were identified. Timelines
established.
 Research methods and data collection methods researched and discussed.
 Spreadsheet created detailing budget.
 1st draft of survey for current students created.
 Research into what can be gained using focus groups.
 Investigate possible employers to participate in research.
 Draft Emails created to current students, graduates and employers to direct them to the
surveys.
 Focus group dates/time investigated including room bookings.
 Surveys for graduates and employers created.
Holiday
 Meeting with Paul Fennell, Careers Service Deputy Director, and Helen Thorpe. Progress
and research aims discussed. Ethics review and survey discussed. As a result surveys were
re-arranged to include personal information on the final page.
 Looked into finding a conference to attend for professional development, including
presentation styles and content.
 Investigate use of marketing incentives to increase survey response.
 Graduate survey sent out through Alumni Relations contact.
 Progress meeting with Helen Thorpe.
 Meeting with Tracey Hill, Employer Relations Manager. List of possible employer
contacts, draft email and survey layout were discussed and revised.
 Emails sent out to employers
 Data from the graduate questionnaire were transferred from Microsoft Excel to IBM
SPSS.
 Email discussion with Stephen Davie, Graduate Destinations Program Co-ordinator. Best
practice for survey layout and incentives discussed.
 Budget updated to include survey incentives and travel.
 Draft email to Careers Service staff to advise on the project’s development.
Ill
 Ethics application filled on and submitted.
 Meeting with Ann Yeomans for health and safety, and discussion of purchasing prizes and
conference booking.
 Meeting with PGR student from the University of Keele, researching student placements.
Discussed best practice, research methods and analytical software.
 Meeting with Oliver Higgins, Santander University Relationship Branch Manager.
Discussed project and how Santander can help give employer feedback.
 LinkedIn message to other Universities, describing project and enquiring about possible
student participants.
 iFutures – Research into practice – conference booked for 22nd July.
 Investigated how survey results can be analysed to best answer the research questions.
 Final report introduction started.
 Progress meeting with Helen Thorpe.
 Investigate more employers due to low survey response.
 Chaser email sent to employers
 Train times for ASET conference decided.
 Further investigation about presenting survey results.
 Progress report compiled.
 Project plan
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Mon 21/7
Wed 23/7
Fri 25/7
Mon 28/7
Wed 30/7
Fri 1/8
Mon 4/8
Wed 6/8
Fri 8/8
Mon 11/8
Wed 13/8
Fri 15/8
Mon 18/8

Wed 20/8
Fri 22/8
Mon 25/8
Wed 27/8
Fri 29/8
Mon 1/9
Wed 3/9 –
Thur 4/9































Send email reminder to students
Begin SPSS analysis of q.1.
Progress meeting with Helen Thorpe.
SPSS analysis of q.1.
SPSS analysis of q.2.
SPSS analysis of q.2.
SPSS analysis of q.3.
Progress meeting with Helen Thorpe.
SPSS analysis of q.4.
SPSS analysis of q.5.
Progress meeting with Helen Thorpe.
SPSS analysis of q.6.
SPSS analysis of populations
Systematic review
Create poster
Create Poster
Create Poster
Write up report
Create presentation for Careers Advisors
Practice presentation with Hilary Jones, Postgraduate Internships Coordinator.
Write up report
Write up report
Catch up with Helen Thorpe.
Bank Holiday
Create presentation
Create presentation
Practice presentation with Helen Thorpe
Ill
Conference
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Appendix 3 – Population comparisons between survey respondents and the University
population
Student Survey
1. Age
The survey sent to students asked respondents to choose from the following age ranges, 18-21, 2125, 26-30, 30-40, Over 40. To be comparable with data supplied from the University the 26-30 and
30-40 groups were combined. The University data is for full-time students only so the respondent’s
ages were only taken from those who said they were full-time students.
Age Range

University data
(Count)

University data
(Percent)

Age Range

<21
21-24
25-39
Over 40
Total

15987
4634
2317
232
23170

69%
20%
10%
1%

18-21
21-25
26-30, 30-40
Over 40
Total

Survey
respondent data
(Count)
290
198
109
11
608

Survey
respondent data
(Percent)
48%
32%
18%
2%

Survey
respondent data
(Count)
280
106
13
1
400

Survey
respondent
data (Percent)
70%
27%
3%
0%

Undergraduates only
Age Range

University data
(Count)

University data
(Percent)

Age Range

<21
21-24
25-39
Over 40
Total

15927
1212
346
0
17485

92%
7%
2%
0%

18-21
21-25
26-30, 30-40
Over 40
Total

2. Gender
Gender

Male
Female
Total

University
data
(Count)
12513
13151
25664

3. Level of Study
Level of study

UG
PGT
PGR
Total

University
data
(Count)
18215
4914
2535
25664

University
data
(Percent)
50%
50%

University
data
(Percent)
71%
19%
10%

Gender

Male
Female

Survey
respondent
data (Count)
295
303
598

Level of study

UG
PGT
PGR
Total

Survey
respondent
data (Percent)
49%
51%

Survey
respondent
data (Count)
412
94
100
506

Survey
respondent
data (Percent)
68%
16%
17%
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4. Faculty
Faculty

Arts & Humanities
Engineering
Medicine, Dentistry &
Health
Science
Social Science
Total

University
data
(Count)
3425
4904
3514

University
data
(Percent)
13%
19%
14%

4425
9336
25604

18%
36%

Faculty

Arts & Humanities
Engineering
Medicine,
Dentistry & Health
Science
Social Science
Total

Survey
respondent
data (Count)
158
114
106

Survey
respondent
data (Percent)
31%
23%
21%

34
94
506

7%
19%

The data from students of all levels isn’t reflective of the university’s student population. However, if
the results are narrowed down to just UG students the correlation improves.
Faculty

Arts & Humanities
Engineering
Medicine, Dentistry &
Health
Science
Social Science
Total

University
data
(Count)
2690
3325
2382

University
data
(Percent)
14%
18%
13%

3630
6188
17787

19%
33%

5. Exam performance
Classes of first
University
degrees
data
(Count)
First class
927
Upper second class
2558
Lower second class
733
Third class
8
Pass
421
Unclassified
41
(MBChB/BDS
degrees)
Total
927

6. Attendance
Attendance
University
data
(Count)
Part-time
2494
Full-time
23170
Total
25664

University
data
(Percent)
19%
54%
15%
2%
9%
1%

19%

University
data
(Percent)
10%
90%

Faculty

Arts & Humanities
Engineering
Medicine,
Dentistry & Health
Science
Social Science
Total

Classes of first
degrees
First class
Upper second class
Lower second class
Third class
Pass
Unclassified
(MBChB/BDS
degrees)
Total

Attendance

Part-time
Full-time
Total

Survey
respondent
data (Count)
62
99
59

Survey
respondent
data (Percent)
15%
24%
14%

94
96
410

23%
23%

Survey
respondent
data (Count)
150
261
31
6
13
61

Survey
respondent
data (Percent)
29%
50%
6%
1%
3%
11%

522

Survey
respondent
data (Count)
29
572
601

Survey
respondent
data (Percent)
5%
95%
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Undergraduate
Attendance

Part-time
Full-time
Total

University
data
(Count)
903
17312
18215

Graduate Survey
1. Level of Study
Level of study

UG
PGT
PGR
Total

University
data 2010
(Count)
16915
3135
1751
21801

University
data
(Percent)
5%
95%

University
data 2010
(Percent)
78%
19%
10%

Attendance

Part-time
Full-time
Total

Survey
respondent
data (Count)
5
399
404

Level of study

UG
PGT
PGR
Total

Survey
respondent
data (Percent)
1%
99%

Survey
respondent
data (Count)
90
103
27
220

Survey
respondent
data (Percent)
41%
47%
12%

Survey
respondent
data (Count)
35
40
22

Survey
respondent
data (Percent)
16%
18%
10%

47
71
215

21%
32%

2. Faculty
Only 2013 data was available for comparison
Faculty

Arts & Humanities
Engineering
Medicine, Dentistry &
Health
Science
Social Science
Total

University
data
(Count)
3425
4904
3514

University
data
(Percent)
13%
19%
14%

4425
9336
25604

18%
36%

Faculty

Arts & Humanities
Engineering
Medicine,
Dentistry & Health
Science
Social Science
Total

The data from students of all levels isn’t reflective of the university’s student population. However, if
the results are narrowed down to just UG students the correlation improves.
Faculty

Arts & Humanities
Engineering
Medicine, Dentistry &
Health
Science
Social Science
Total

University
data 2013
(Count)
2647
3250
2104

University
data
(Percent)
15%
18%
12%

3558
5753
17787

20%
32%

Faculty

Arts & Humanities
Engineering
Medicine,
Dentistry & Health
Science
Social Science
Total

Survey
respondent
data (Count)
22
14
5

Survey
respondent
data (Percent)
25%
16%
6%

24
24
89

27%
27%
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3. Class of first degree
Classes of first
University
degrees
data 2010
(Count)
First class
750
Upper second class
2407
Lower second class
996
Third class
85
Pass
500
Unclassified
36
(MBChB/BDS
degrees)
First class
750 (16%)

4. Attendance
Attendance
University
data 2013
(Count)
Part-time
2494
Full-time
23170
Total
25664

University
data
(Percent)
16%
50%
21%
2%
10%
1%

Classes of first
degrees
First class
Upper second class
Lower second class
Third class
Pass
Unclassified
(MBChB/BDS
degrees)
Total

University
data
(Percent)
10%
90%

Attendance

University
data
(Percent)
5%
95%

Attendance

Part-time
Full-time
Total

Survey
respondent
data (Count)
21
56
9
3
0
1

Survey
respondent
data (Percent)
23%
62%
10%
3%
0%
1%

90

Survey
respondent
data (Count)
29
240
269

Survey
respondent
data (Percent)
11%
89%

Survey
respondent
data (Count)
86
3
89

Survey
respondent
data (Percent)
96%
3%

Survey
respondent
data (Count)
125
94

Survey
respondent
data (Percent)
57%
43%

Undergraduate
Attendance

Part-time
Full-time
Total

University
data 2013
(Count)
903
17312
18215

5. Home/international student
Student status
University
University
data 2010
data
(Count)
(Percent)
Home/EU
20034
80%
Non EU and
4882
20%
international
Total
24916

Part-time
Full-time
Total

Student status

Home/EU
Non EU and
international
Total

219

Undergraduate
Student status

University
data 2010
(Count)

University
data
(Percent)

Student status

Survey
respondent
data (Count)

Survey
respondent
data (Percent)
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Home/EU
Non EU and
international
Total

16205
2152

88%
12%

18357

Home/EU
Non EU and
international
Total

70
19

79%
21%

89

Appendix 4 – Survey size calculation
𝐸 = 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑍𝛼 = 𝑍 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝜎 = 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑛 = 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
2

𝐸 = 𝑍𝛼 .
2

𝜎
√𝑛

𝐸 = 2.576 .

0.5
√761

𝐸 = 0.0467 (3𝑠𝑓. )

Appendix 5 – Percentage of level 2 and 3 students completing a summer internship
If it is assumed the 761 survey respondents are made up equally of level 1, 2 and 3 students then the
761
× 2 = 507 (3sf.). The
3
200
then 507 = 39.4% (3sf.).

total number of level 2 and 3 students is
completed a summer internship is

number of students who have
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